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Type in Data A design tool, website, and book focused on type 
design made from collected data.







I coded a website for a collective group of 
people to create a transformed typeface. 
I made a prototype of an algorithm that 
would replace the letter “a” with one of the 
participates drawings.  I was focused on 
the ideas of collective behaviors, and the 
differences between each creation. The 
book is in a modular format that can be 
used to see these overlapping similarities.  





Hello Creator This project is a speculative concept of how food could 
be impacted by technology, and how this untraditional 
communication between humans and food  would  
change our relationships with one another. 



The problem I was trying to solve was how 
I could create an unique communication 
experience and impact how we view food. 
I achieved this by researching various 
philosophies of food handling and ethics of 
environment. I wrote a poem, programmed 
an LCD Arduino screen, documented, and 
crafted a zine in response to this research.  







Macroblank CD Album This project began with the question, why would 
someone purchase a CD and how can you connect the 
user’s interaction with Macroblank’s artist statement 
and philosophy? 











Macroblank is a vaporwave artist whose slogan is “I 
take no credit, everything is plundered.” The book is 
a canvas that someone could remix and make their 
own. I wanted to recreate that emotion while giving 
homage to the vaporwave aesthetic and creation 
processes. This Album is a book that separates the 
album into sound frequencies, each CD is downloadable 
and ready to be remixed, while the book is filled with 
layers of analog/technological processes combined to 
recreate the experience of vaporwave sound making. I 
used Touchdesigner, to generate Perlin noise textures 
and then laser cut them in material to create the 
embroidered textures, Photoshop and mark making 
process for the images, laser cutting and printing on 
vellum paper for the composition in typesetting.



Internet Sandwich A single serving website that expands the  
possibilities of the “tab”. 



Internet sandwich link

I wrote the Javascript in this website to force the web 
browser to accept “pop-ups” while bypassing any 
authorization restrictions.  The simple conversation 
of changing what a tab could be, creates interesting 
debates over security ethics .

https://internetsandwich.glitch.me/






This book was intented for an exhibit format. The 
digital and analog melding of this project speaks to the 
somber tone of the writing. 

I Stood in the Room





I Stood in the Room Link

This book was made by CNC milling, 
3D scanning, projection mapping, 
Touchdesigner,  Mikey Mikey, coding,  and 
laser cutting. These tools transformed the 
book into a sculptural experience.

As the reader touches the rock, the digital 
page is turned underneath. The contents 
of the book talk about hardship, struggles, 
and heavy relationships. 

https://youtu.be/Vm4rNzhLej8




Squirrels vs. Lumberjacks
Board Game

A board game about a rivalry and deforestation.  I used 
the method of play testing to explore user experience.









Alternative Stories A game focused on the environmental destruction 
current museums contribute to society. This is a 
speculative idea of how a deer interacts  
with a museum.    











KCVLAA Website A website for the Kansas City Volunteer Lawyers and 
Accountants. 



I worked on researching, conceptualizing, 
and user testing, wire-framing, and 
prototyping for this project. 

I wanted to make a website that was 
function, yet appealing to artist. I 
interviewed various designers and artist 
to achieve this goal.





Thank you for checking out 
my portfolio!

hhedgepath@kcai.edu
573-855-5605


